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Across

Searches for those who perform marriages (7)7

Reel after finding nothing in the place the match 
takes place? (2,5)

8

Imitates characters returning along the primrose path 
(4)

9

Tenor eating the deer, we hear, gets this after 28a 
(10)

10

Bonding lovers briefly becoming entangled with 
Charlie (6)

12

Stand over appointee regularly going after job (8)15

At heart hopeless romantic shows brio (4)16

Beautiful woman puts a dash of elderberry in drink 
(5)

18

Playwright's quiet expression of disappointment (4)20

Everyone has to make signal (3,5)22

Love massage throughout birth (6)25

Term of base with second number in fractions (4,6)28

Challenge blogger to replace Victor with raw 
beginner (4)

30

Most foolish opus that is putting Schubert's work first 
(7)

31

View held by Deputy to the Dail is complicated (7)32

Down

Reportedly why I quietly go hooray (6)1

Topless couple on bed, we hear, getting a bit of a 
breather (3-3)

2

Think of river maiden (4)3

Players sacking fifty junior employees (6)4

Our Parisian Hotel's built for wedding feast? (4-2)5

This may prevent sawing wood in America (8)6

First Minister drops a line that's hush-hush (3,6)11

Blue Jay regularly seen in meadow (3)13

Cooking this bean could get a blonde excited (3)14

Sweet on-line comment over botox treatment? (8)17

Silly woman's way of working with orchestra's leader 
(3)

19

Hold Uranium in Mercury (3)21

Maybe Sebastian has trouble returning genus of 
orchids (6)

23

In one go is maintaining self-interest (6)24

One of seven Independents try... (6)26

... rioting proletarians after disgraced patron leaves 
country (6)

27

Bird has time for hot male (4)29


